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2012 might be characterised as a year of
growth, maturity and consolidation at GL.
We changed our financial year from March
to February to the calendar year effective
1 January. The financial accounting for
this year, in line with the audit report, is
for the ten months from 1 March to 31
December 2012. However, to enable us
to compare a full year-on-year next year,

all Monitoring and Evaluation data is for the full calendar
year 1 January to 31 December 2012. The table of key
indicators overleaf reflects relatively steady growth on all
fronts: finances, beneficiaries, website hits, contacts database
and the institutions we now work with - 292 media houses
and local councils across 12 SADC countries.

Programme coherence
Our Programme of Action has become more coherent. We
work to achieve the 28 targets of the SADC Gender Protocol
that provide a clear roadmap for MDG 3. We mainstream
these targets in our three core programmes - media, justice
and governance. Through the learning over the last twelve
years, we link policy to practise through working with
institutions (400 by 2014). We have identified gender and
climate change, as well as economic justice, as cross-cutting
areas of work. In 2013, GL will begin entrepreneurial training
with 1500 survivors of GBV, linking them to the local
economic development plans developed by councils.

Encouraged by the results of last year's six country and one
regional Gender Justice and Local Government summit, we
spread our wings in 2013, a critical countdown year to
2015. The 2013 SADC Gender Protocol@Work summit,
preceded by twelve country summits, is the largest set of
events ever organised by this organisation that started twelve
years ago with two women, a wing and a prayer. It is an
awesome and frightening moment for GL!

People power
Growth of this nature does not occur on its own. It is the
result of strategy, planning, hard work, dedication, smart
partnerships, and resilience. The reader of this report will

learn that GL submitted 34 funding applications during the
year under review, and wrote 23 donor reports. So far GL
has had a 47% success rate; that could rise to 70% if
applications still pending eventuate. This underscores the
conundrum of every NGO. We live in faith, believing that
money will follow good ideas. But there is never any
guarantee. Our greatest asset are the drivers of change in
our inner and outer circles: board, staff, associates, partners,
and the Centres of Excellence (COEs). Within GL the acronym
COE and CEO frequently get confused. Maybe this is a
veiled message that every CEO should be a COE!

Learning by listening

Part of GL's shift from tracking outputs to evaluating outcomes
has involved far more qualitative research. Early in 2012,
we took to the road to visit 112 of the institutions we work
with to ask a simple question: what has changed? I wish to
thank all the COE's that we visited for your hospitality. If
we succeed in 2015, it will be because of the work that
drivers of change like you carry out, often with limited
resources. The richness of this report rests in the feedback
and first- hand accounts of all partners. These speak much
louder than the facts and figures we dutifully report!

Looking to the future
Growth comes at a cost. Rapid growth has taxed GL's
institutional base and raised expectations, of ourselves and
of others. Sustainability is a crucial issue at this juncture.
In 2013 and 2014, the two DFID funds that GL has benefitted
from - the Governance and Transparency Fund (GTF), and
the Programme Partnership Arrangement (PPA Fund) come
to a close. Currently these funds constitute 40 percent of
GL's budget. While we have embarked on a major fund
raising campaign, it is unlikely that we will be able to sustain
these levels of funding in the future. Disturbing news of
sister regional NGOS folding is pause for thought. A decade
since GL gingerly hit the scene, founding staff and board
members have signified their desire to step down and or
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Note: .1. Figures for finance are for the last ten months of 2012; all others are for the full calendar year, (2) 10,901 participants in 2010/2011 formed part of a joint initiative
with a partner in Malawi on the SADC Gender Protocol. Percentage increase or decrease is therefore given with and without this figure.
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Comments
Financial figures are for a ten-month period. The
slight decreases reflect the shorter time-period.
GL Swaziland became the tenth registered office.
GL lost a (male) board member in Mozambique
(Eduardo Namburete); replaced by Marta Cumbi;
this reduced the proportion of men from 30% to
27%.
GL gained two more staff (female); this reduced the
proportion of men from 30% to 27%.
GL's target is 100 media houses. In this process it
is normal to start with a higher number that settles
at the desired target.
GL is reaching its target of 300 local government
COE's by 2015.
The increase in MOU's reflects growth and maturity
of partnerships, the bedrock of all GL programmes.
M and E statistics reflect a full year; the 2% increase
in consistent with growing media and governance
COE work.
GL experienced a 5% decrease in direct beneficiaries.
This year GL linked all its Sixteen Days activities
(usually the highest number of participants) to local
government, and to qualitative changes within the
COE's. The proportion of men participating in GL
events, one steadily around 30%, has now stood at
40% for two years running, thanks to the local
government work.
GL's contacts data base grew by 18% but the
proportion of men declined slightly.
GL website hits (excluding a controversial story on
incest, whose removal is explained in the M and E
section) increased by 1%.
With a 39% increase last year GL is experiencing
a steady increase in its new media visibility.
The number of people reached through the GL list
serve increased by 30%. GL also developed
dedicated French and Portuguese lists to reach these
audiences.

The English service now consistently exceeds its
target of 120 stories per annum (ten each month).
The French service produced fewer stories but the
Portuguese service picked up significantly, with a
series on topical series on climate change. Qualitative
evidence in the report show that GL is growing new
writers (women and men), stimulating debate and
putting gender on the agenda through the service.

GL continues to maintain a high profile in the media.
The reduced number of recorded media mentions
may reflect slippage in recording. GL management
is looking into this.

Indicator
Income
In kind support
Registered offices
Board

Staff

Media COE's

Governance COE's

Partnership agreements

No of events

No of direct beneficiaries

No of data base contacts

Website unique visits

Facebook likes

No reached through list serve

No of commentaries
English

French

Portuguese

Total
GL mentions in media
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Planning - if we fail to plan we plan to fail! One of GL's
mottos, encrypted on the white board of the Mauritius
office, is surely a key to the efficient and effective way in
which the office works.  I observed that the Mauritius
office has an operational file of all HQ requirements - M
and E, finance, IT.

Service, team work and dream work: Throughout my
week in Mauritius, I experienced a high level of the service
culture that characterises this office. Programme officer
Mena Goupal and her dad picked me up from the office;
programme assistant Ghirish Abdhosee could not have
been more helpful. It was lovely to see former GL staff
members Mary Coopan and Davinah Shoolay attending
various activities and helping out. I have always believed
that no one ever truly leaves GL!

Innovation: GL corners in local libraries! When we take
care of the basics we open the door to creativity and
innovation. I saw many examples of this, most notably
Loga's brilliant idea of asking one of the localities to provide
space in a community library for all GL's publications, in
particular those in Creole and our Mauritius-specific
publications. Nothing spreads better than a good idea:
within a week all other municipalities had joined!

Ownership and results - the MBC:  I welcomed the
opportunity to revisit the MBC, and to be convinced that
they are serious about gender. Imagine, then, what it felt
like to have the DG spend half an hour with us quoting
Franz Fanon (the decolonisation of the mind) so I could
quote back my favourite Bob Marley - “none but ourselves
can free our minds” - and to finally find an intellectual

My learning journey to Mauritius, October 2012
I am writing to thank you for the excellent arrangements
and wonderful week I had with the Mauritius office last
week, as well as share some of the lessons I learned during
the week with the bigger GL family. Mauritius is one of
our oldest and best established offices. For this reason, I
had not visited for almost four years, as I felt other offices
needed my attention more. But as former “project sites”
graduate to full satellite offices, there is a great deal we
can learn from the Mauritius office. It is in this spirit that
I am writing this letter.

To be honest, as I boarded the flight all I could really think
of was why I should not be going. I had received our draft
mid-term evaluation for DFID PPA from the evaluator the
night before; I needed to read it and comment.  We had
two major applications due. As I left I hurriedly wrote a
note to (GL Francophone Director) Loga Virahsawmy
warning that I would need a lot of hibernation time; not
a great way to start this inspirational journey. I soon took
my mind off these mundane matters, lifted by your work
and spirits.

Strategy - Mauritius 2015 yes we can: Like Botswana,
Mauritius has not yet signed the SADC Gender Protocol.
Yet this instrument is being used as a “tool” to quote the
gender minister; we have launched the country barometer
(top item on the MBC evening TV news) and Loga has a
daily programme on the MBC on the 28 targets of the
Protocol. I would also like to challenge the Mauritius office
to build on the momentum of our workshops, the various
interviews with MBC, to press home the point about
signing, especially now that quotas for local government
have removed the main argument against signing.

Municipality of Grand Port Savanne welcomes GL CEO.         Photo: Ghirish Abdhosee

Mena Gopaul shows off office files.           Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

retire. This has prompted a healthy discussion in GL on
retention versus renewal, as well as the need for succession
planning.

As we look to the enormous challenges of achieving the 28
targets of the SADC Gender Protocol over the next two
years, we also need to downsize and right size our own
organisation. As GL Board Member Pinkie Mekgwe points
out in her far-sighted article (Diversity, Dynamism, and

Diligence) we need to stop being a non-entity and start
generating our own income. We need to beef up country
fund raising, accounting for 23% of funds raised in 2012.
We need to learn from within what works, and adopt holistic,
winning formulas. It is in this spirit that this year I share my
learning journey to Mauritius, one of GL's first offices. Thank
you all most sincerely, for your unyielding support! Merci,
obrigada, siyabonga, mazviita, realeboga, asante sana,
zikomo kwambili!
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who understands our media work! Then to
have unveiled a five minute documentary
by the MBC on why gender is important to
the public broadcaster! And to have GL work
featured twice during the week as the top
news item! I enjoyed engaging with the
editors, producers, anchors and reporters,
not to mention being pulled off once or twice
to go live on radio. I also enjoyed our analysis
of one of the main news bulletins, and the
sharing on “gender bender stories”.  This is
a mature relationship - a longitudinal study
for sure.

Programme synergy and pushing the
envelope - the GBV indicators: One of the
most important indicators of programme
maturity is how our work begins to synergise
in seamless ways at country level. The
creative, multi-media canvassing of the
War@Home GBV indicators research through cyber-
dialogues hosted by municipal libraries, with the MBC
hosting a linked radio talk, brought together GL's alliance,
justice, governance and media programmes in a remarkable
way.

Results for change:  It is no coincidence that this office
takes M and E seriously; you gather data, especially
qualitative data, and use it to fine tune programming. The
results are tangible. GL is credited with the quota for local
government that resulted in a fivefold increase in women's
representation in local government, and led to a
Constitutional amendment. These are giant footprints
indeed!

Value for Money and sustainability: As a middle-income
country (Botswana, South Africa and Seychelles also fall
in this category) it is difficult for us to raise donor money
in Mauritius. However, the office has been one of the most
innovative when it comes to in-kind resources and VfM.
The COE process costs R6000 per council in Mauritius
compared to R50 000 in the most expensive countries.
We do not budget anything at all for the media COE's
except for staff time. These are impressive statistics, not
just because we save money but because we enhance
ownership.

Family, relationships and wellness - a holistic approach:
I wish to commend the people centredness of your work
- whether in the office or outside, the work in Mauritius
has largely succeeded due to excellent relationships. I saw
at first hand how your families support you.  Thank you
for sending me on a weekend retreat where I am writing
this letter. The mountains of Mauritius are its best kept
secret. Being amid these amazing volcanic giants definitely
lifted my soul. I hope that as time goes on we will be able
to do some exchanges between offices as we continue on
the learning journey.

CEO, Gender Links

Loga Virahsamy being interviewed by the MBC.          Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Loga Virahsawmy enjoying time with family and friends.   Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna


